PRESIDENT'S REPORT – May 2016 General Meeting
It seems that Walking Tourism in the Shoalhaven is all the talk at the moment. A few months ago John Souter and I were
contacted by Milton NPA to form the Shoalhaven Bushwalking Advisory Group (SBAG) with the aim of advising Council
and National Parks about maintaining tracks, improving signage and establishing more walking tracks in the Shoalhaven.
This group has met a few times now and a Walking Tourism Proposal has been written and circulated to Shoalhaven
Council and Councillors, National Parks, NPA, the NSW Environment Minister and others. There has been very positive
feedback and the group has been asked to do a 10min presentation at the Council's Tourism Advisory Group meeting in
June. This Proposal includes the suggestion that a new long distance walk be developed in the Shoalhaven - The
Southern Shoalhaven Coast Walk from Narrawallee Inlet to Durras Lake. As a coincidence John Souter was asked to write
an article on this walk for Bushwalking Australia's e-magazine. This article has been circulated to all who received the
Walking Proposal and has gained keen interest.
At the same time there has been a sub-committee from the Berry Chamber of Commerce working on establishing a
network of trails in the Berry, Gerringong, Bomaderry, Kangaroo Valley area. They are calling this the Berry Estate Trails
Project as the initial plan was to walk the full extent of the Berry Family Estate. They are hoping to join up tracks via
paper roads, private property approval, National Park use etc. Anyhow, this group has also asked us for our support and
knowledge of tracks which we have offered to help with.
It will be interesting to see what develops from these two projects in the future. I will keep you informed.
This week some members of the Bay and Basin Camera Club judged the entries received to-date for our 2017 Calendar.
Thirteen photos have been selected, however there will be one more judging in August to finalise the thirteen required.
So please look at what you have taken so far this year and /or see what you can take in the next few months. It would be
good to knock a few of Brett's and Gill's out to give a broader representation of members. Brett and Gill have suggested
those frustrated by not having their photos selected, come along to the Camera Club and they will help you with tips to
take those winning photos.
This month we have about 10 members volunteering their time to do track maintenance in the Budawangs NP under
the supervision of the NP rangers. The group this weekend will be working on the track from Corang Peak back to the
Wog Wog entrance at the western side of the park over 2 days. The second group will be doing maintenance in the
Monolith Valley area and west over 3 days in a couple of weeks time. Thanks for all those who have volunteered their
time. These activities are a great way to see the park and liaise with the local rangers.
On the business side of things, our Annual Insurance Questionaire has been completed and submitted to Bushwalking
NSW for calculation of our 2016/17 fees.
Finally, you will be aware from my email to all club members that we will need a new Vice President and Secretary from
the August AGM. Sandra and Max are stepping down from Committee and no-one else from the current Committee will
be taking these positions. If you have been in the club for a while and feel you would like to give something back then
here is your opportunity, especially if leading walks is not your forte. The Secretary position will require some computer
and writing skills, however the Vice President position just requires interest and enthusiasm to be a backup and support
when needed. Committee meetings are interesting and inclusive and we are happy to help you get in the swing. Please
come and talk with me if you are remotely or keenly interested.
Karen Davis

